Business and Brews
Business and Brews is a growing group
of sophisticated, high-level professionals
who are interested in both networking
and learning about local craft beer.
➢ Averages 200 attendees monthly
➢ Hosts all industries including:
o Oil & Gas, Accounting, Insurance,
Consulting, Medical, Legal, Financial
Services

➢ Supporting local breweries such as:
o Saint Arnolds, 8th Wonder, Sing
Brewing Company, Platypus, and
Whole Foods
For more information on the next event,
contact Founding Member, Elijah Lopez, at
elopez@manskewealth.com or visit the
website at www.bizandbrew.com

As Published In

“5 Undervalued Tech Stocks to Consider”
Author: Kayleigh Kulp
Features: Elijah Lopez, CRPC®, CFS®
Published: August 14, 2018
Excerpt: Broadcom (AVGO). Digital semiconductor leader Broadcom has recently fallen out of favor
with Wall Street, which makes it a great value buy, says Elijah Lopez, a financial advisor at Manske
Wealth Management in Houston, Texas. "While recent mergers and acquisitions activity has worried
investors, Broadcom's expertise in the semiconductor space should continue to fuel the growth that
has helped them more than double their profits since 2015."
Broadcom's partnerships with Samsung and Apple (AAPL) and recent acquisition of CA
Technologies (CA) should boost continued growth, Lopez says. Broadcom's P/E ratio is low at 8.18. It
also pays a regular dividend.

As Published In

“What Is a Required Minimum Distribution?”
Author: Jeff Brown
Features: Elijah Lopez, CRPC®, CFS®
Published: November 28th 2017
Excerpt: While many investors complain they'd rather leave their money in these accounts to grow,
Elijah Lopez, financial advisor with Manske Wealth Management in Houston, says investors should
not bemoan the requirement given the big gains many have enjoyed from the long bull market for
stocks, and the danger of a pullback lurking around the corner.
"With valuations at a high, I am comfortable with locking in gains for clients," he says. "This strategy
is especially advantageous for people who reinvest their required minimum distribution into their
brokerage account because they have extra cash to put to work in the event of a market pullback."
[Required Minimum Distributions] from low-yielding investments in a tax-favored account like an
individual retirement account or 401(k) can be put into more generous income-producing investments
in taxable accounts, Lopez says.

As Published In

“Why Diversifying Your 401(k) Is Crucial”
Author: Brian O’Connell
Features: Elijah Lopez, CRPC®, CFS®
Published: January 16, 2017
Excerpt: A primary tenet of retirement investing is that diversifying your 401(k) is important because
it protects you against market downturns.
"The sequence of your returns can be the difference between a successful portfolio and an
unsuccessful portfolio," states Elijah Lopez, a money manager at Manske Wealth Management in
Houston. "Many times, when individuals are selecting 401(k) investments they are too focused on
return without considering the risk. The benefit of a well-diversified 401(k) is that while you will not
receive optimum gains, you will also not be severely damaged if one sector of the market performs
poorly."
If an investor's 401(k) makes up all or a big portion of their investment portfolio, diversification is
especially important.

As Published In

“Should My Investment Advisor Have a CFA or a CFP?”
Author: Christopher Manske, CFP®
Research and Fact-Checking: Elijah Lopez, CRPC®, CFS®
Published: January 6th, 2016
Excerpt: The training to earn the CFP involves solving individual, real-life financial problems and
examining how to directly assist people with the accomplishment of their personal goals. The career
options for a CFP professional are very specific because a CFP is uniquely prepared for a lifetime of
client service in accordance with very rigorous, board-enforced, standards involving everything from
investment analysis to ethics. The CFP test has a 61.5% pass rate and all together the multi-part CFP
exam focuses on 8 different domains […] it is easy to see how this certification, along with the CFP
Board’s focus on maintaining competence and enforcing high standards, helps create top-quality,
personal financial planners.

